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Submitted by
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Rating
☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆ (0)

Description
See
https://www.evernote.com/shard/s37/sh/62198085-ac08-48a9-afb4-74752eeef887/43a9e4c3a493246765820b7836aa1070

How come I cannot disable the right module? I tried the same for left column and it also does not work

Please first check if problem exist on new tiki 13 and then on nextdoc as it could be due to some customization? or not?

Solution
So the problem identified is that the new Layouts all do not support these options anymore. On thinking about these options, they are definitely not bootstrap friendly so they will have to go. In process to remove these options.

Nelson,
I committed the changes in the commit-ID 51865
Please check

Workaround
The prefs have been hidden from the admin panel, but as elsewhere in the code they still look up these prefs, it might need a bit of a cleanup. To check again.

Importance
9

Priority
45

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk
Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
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